The similarity renormalization group (SRG) has been successfully applied to soften interactions for ab initio nuclear calculations. In almost all practical applications in nuclear physics, an SRG generator with the kinetic energy operator is used. With this choice, a fast convergence of manybody calculations can be achieved, but at the same time substantial three-body interactions are induced even if one starts from a purely two-nucleon (N N ) Hamiltonian. Three-nucleon (3N ) interactions can be handled by modern many-body methods. However, it has been observed that when including initial chiral 3N forces in the Hamiltonian, the SRG transformations induce a nonnegligible four-nucleon interaction that cannot be currently included in the calculations for technical reasons. Consequently, it is essential to investigate alternative SRG generators that might suppress the induction of many-body forces while at the same time might preserve the good convergence. In this work we test two alternative generators with operators of block structure in the harmonic oscillator basis. In the no-core shell model calculations for 3 H, 4 He and 6 Li with chiral N N force, we demonstrate that their performances appear quite promising.
softer than the traditional N N potentials constructed from the meson-exchange theory, they still pose convergence problems for the many-body methods. Only CC calculations for closed shell nuclei were performed to convergence using bare chiral N N potentials [5, 19] . None of the above many-body methods, however, is at present capable of reaching sufficiently large model spaces when the chiral N N interaction is supplemented by the chiral 3N interaction. Consequently, techniques such as the similarity renormalization group (SRG) have been applied to soften the chiral interactions [20] [21] [22] [23] . The SRG uses continuous series of unitary transformations of the free-space Hamiltonian H (H≡H s=0 ),
to decouple high-momentum and low-momentum physics. The label s is a flow parameter running from zero toward ∞, which keeps track of the sequence of Hamiltonians. These transformations are implemented as a flow equation in s
whose form guarantees that the H s 's are unitarily equivalent [21, 24, 25] . Here, η s = dU ds U † is an anti-hermitian SRG generator chosen in a form η s = [G s , H s ] with a hermitian flow operator G s . The high-and low-momentum decoupling results in general in a faster convergence of many-body calculations. At the same time, the SRG transformation induces many-body forces, i.e., even if the initial H s=0 Hamiltonian includes only two-body interactions, the evolved H s>0 Hamiltonians will contain many-body interactions, in principle up to A-body for an A-nucleon system.
In ab initio nuclear calculations, the SRG generator has been typically chosen by setting G s =T rel , where the T rel is the relative kinetic energy operator [22, 23] . With this choice, the convergence is fast and the evolution of many-body forces can be consistently performed [24] . By varying the flow parameter s and using it as a gauge of the unitarity of SRG transformations, it has been found that starting from a Hamiltonian with a chiral N N interaction, there are significant induced three-body forces, but the induced four-and higher-body interactions appear negligible [26] [27] [28] . As the 3N interactions can be handled by modern many-body methods, the SRG transformations of Hamiltonians with chiral N N interactions facilitate the solution of the quantum many-body problem for light and medium mass nuclei. However, it has been observed that when the initial chiral 3N forces are present in the Hamiltonian, the SRG transformations induce non-negligible four-nucleon interactions for systems with A 10 [28, 29] that cannot be currently included in the calculations for technical reasons. The problem can be circumvented to some extent by a reduction of the cutoff of the initial chiral 3N interaction [29] , but such a solution is far from satisfactory as, e.g., it limits the parameter space of the chiral forces and the range of applicability of these forces. One might expect that in heavier nuclei higher momenta might become more important than in light systems and therefore higher cutoffs of nuclear forces could be appropriate. In general, the issue of consistent choices of N N and 3N interactions, regularization schemes, and cutoffs is open, see, e.g., the discussion in the recent Ref. [30] . The N 3 LO 3N contributions will soon be tested in many-body calculations, one might anticipate the problem of the SRG four-and higher-body induced interactions to re-emerge.
The strength of the induced many-body interactions and the rate of convergence depend on the choice of the SRG generator. Consequently, it is essential to investigate alternative SRG generators to the standard choice of G s =T rel that might suppress the induction of manybody forces while at the same time might preserve the good convergence. In this work we test two alternative generators with operators G s of block structure in the harmonic oscillator (HO) basis. We evolve the chiral N N interaction of Refs. [2, 31] using these novel generators and apply them in NCSM nuclear structure calculations for 3 H, 4 He and 6 Li. In this initial study, we limit ourselves to the SRG N N -only interactions and demonstrate good convergence properties as well as a reduction of the induced three-and higher many-body forces compared to the standard kinetic-term generator.
In Sect. II, we introduce the tested alternative generators and provide a brief description of the NCSM approach. Our results are summarized in Sect. III. Conclusions and outlook are given in Sect. IV.
II. FORMALISM

A. Background
The starting Hamiltonian of ab initio approaches can be written as
where m is the nucleon mass, V NN,ij is the N N interaction, and V NNN,ijk is the 3N interaction. The
is the intrinsic kinetic energy of the A-nucleon system. In the present work, we employ the chiral N 3 LO N N interaction of Refs. [2, 31] that fits twonucleon scattering data accurately up to ≈ 300 MeV. We omit the chiral 3N interaction in this initial study.
The SRG transformation can be performed systematically starting from the two-nucleon system, then proceeding to the three-nucleon system, etc. Embedding the SRG evolved N N interaction in the three-nucleon space allows isolation of the pure three-nucleon part. Similarly, the SRG evolved two-nucleon and the three-nucleon interaction can be embedded in the four-nucleon space and the SRG evolved four-nucleon part can be isolated, etc., although in practice the procedure has been so far performed only up to the three-nucleon level (note, however, that first attempts to calculate and apply SRG induced four-nucleon interactions have been already done [32] ). This procedure is particularly well established for the G s =T rel choice of the generator [24] .
The SRG evolution of the A=2 system is typically performed in the momentum space [22] [23] [24] 33] . On the other hand, the SRG evolution of the A=3 system has been first accomplished using the HO basis [26, 27] although later a momentum space implementation [34] and also hyperspherical momentum implementation [35] have been achieved.
While the original choice for G s advocated by Wegner and collaborators [21, 25] and applied extensively in condensed matter is the diagonal component of the Hamiltonian G s =H d s , in most practical applications of the SRG in nuclear physics, the G s =T rel choice in the generator was used. However, there were several exploratory studies focusing on alternative generator choices. As to the use of the diagonal generator in nuclear physics see Ref. [36] . Then in Ref. [37] , a block diagonal operator
in the two-nucleon momentum space was introduced and tested in nucleon-nucleon phase shift calculations. In a partial wave momentum representation, the projection operators P and Q = 1−P are step functions defined by a sharp cutoff Λ on relative momenta. With this choice, the SRG evolved N N potential is loosely related to the low momentum interaction V lowk constructed by a renormalization group method by preserving the two-nucleon T matrix [38, 39] . A variation of the standard kinetic operator choice was explored in Ref. [40] where the G s was chosen as functions of T rel . In particular,
2 were considered with a parameter σ controlling the separation of a low-momentum region. It was demonstrated that with these generators the computational time is reduced and, at the same time, the low-and high-momentum separation can be tailored to some extent by particular choices of σ. However, these generators were only tested in two-nucleon calculations and in few-body calculations in a one-dimensional model, i.e., no realistic nuclear calculations with A>2 were performed with these or any other alternative generators.
B. Block SRG generators
We introduce and test in few nucleon calculations two alternative generators with the flow operator G s of block structure in the HO basis. As most of the ab initio manybody methods employ the HO basis in one way or another, it is sensible to consider generators with cuts in the HO basis. While the following discussion is mostly general, we note that in this paper we perform only the SRG evolution of N N interactions in the two-nucleon space and then apply the evolved N N interactions in many-nucleon calculations.
First, let us define an SRG generator with the G s as the block-diagonal part of H s in analogy with Eq. (4) but in the HO, rather than the momentum basis, i.e.,
with N the number of HO excitations of all nucleons above the minimum configuration in A-nucleon basis states. See the panel (a) of Fig. 1 for a schematic representation. As T rel is band-diagonal in the HO basis and drives the Hamiltonian to be band-diagonal, G A s should drive the Hamiltonian to be block-diagonal in the spirit of the Okubo-Lee-Suzuki approach [41] [42] [43] [44] used, e.g., in earlier NCSM studies [3] . We let N gen , which determines the size of P gen , be independent of the definition of the A-nucleon basis space defined, e.g., in the NCSM calculations by N ≤ N max .
Second, let's consider a generator with the flow operator G s given by (see Fig. 1, panel (b) )
With this choice, a Hamiltonian with a potential with zero matrix elements for basis states with N >N gen will not be transformed. A realistic potential with this property is, e.g., the inverse-scattering JISP N N interaction [45] . More generally, if a (starting) potential has only weak matrix elements in the basis states with N >N gen , it will be only mildly affected by the SRG transformation generated by the flow operator G B s . As long as we can reach a basis with, e.g., N max ≥ N gen , we can solve the many-nucleon problem of such a Hamiltonian within, e.g., the NCSMC method [17] . It is then counterproductive to SRG transform such a Hamiltonian using, e.g., the standard G s =T rel and generate many-body terms in the process. SRG transformations generated with G B s (and also by G A s ) will in general modify the initial Hamiltonian less than the G s =T rel transformations, i.e., one may hope to induce weaker many-body forces. Further, the G B s , unlike the G A s (5), will not strive to eliminate the strong T rel matrix elements that couple N gen with N gen +2 basis states.
We note that both G A s and G B s now depend on the HO frequency Ω. Consequently, the evolved Hamiltonian will no longer be variational with respect to Ω. However, these generators may suppress the induction of three-and higher-body terms, making it easier to preserve the unitarity of the transformation while being computationally easier.
C. NCSM
To test the alternative SRG generators, we perform NCSM calculations for light nuclei. The ab initio NCSM is a technique appropriate for the description of bound states or for approximations of narrow resonances. With the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3), nuclei are considered as systems of A non-relativistic point-like nucleons interacting through realistic inter-nucleon interactions, i.e., those that describe accurately two-nucleon and, possibly, three-nucleon systems. All nucleons are active degrees of freedom. Translational invariance as well as angular momentum and parity of the system under consideration are conserved. The many-body wave function is cast into an expansion over a complete set of antisymmetric A-nucleon HO basis states containing up to N max HO excitations above the lowest possible configuration:
Here, N denotes the total number of HO excitations of all nucleons above the minimum configuration, J π T are the total angular momentum, parity and isospin, and i additional quantum numbers. The sum over N is restricted by parity to either an even or odd sequence. The basis is further characterized by the frequency Ω of the HO well and may depend on either Jacobi relative or singleparticle coordinates. In the former case, the wave function does not contain the center of mass (c.m.) motion, but antisymmetrization is complicated [46] . In the latter case, antisymmetrization is trivially achieved using Slater determinants, but the c.m. degrees of freedom are included in the basis. The HO basis within the N max truncation is the only possible one that allows an exact factorization of the c.m. motion for the eigenstates, even when working with single-particle coordinates and Slater determinants. Calculations performed with the two alternative coordinate choices are completely equivalent [4] .
D. Parameters
To assess the performance of the alternative generators, we perform the SRG transformations in the A=2 system using the HO basis (with N max ≈ 300 sufficient for convergence). Then we apply the SRG evolved N N interaction in A>2 NCSM calculations. The initial chiral 3N interaction as well as the SRG induced 3N interaction is neglected in this first study. It will be a subject of a future investigation. We compare results obtained using the block generators with flow operators G A s (5) and G B s (6) to the standard generator with G s =T rel . In our study, we vary the following four parameters:
• N gen : The total number of HO excitations that defines the projector P gen and sets the dimension of the blocks of G A s and G B s .
• s: (or λ ≡ 1/s 1/4 ) Sets the degree of SRG evolution (larger s, smaller λ, is more evolved).
• N max : The total number of HO excitations used in the NCSM calculation.
• Ω: HO basis parameter that controls the shape of the HO potential well and the eigenenergies.
and examine the effects on the Hamiltonian, convergence, and calculated binding energies in 3 H, 4 He, and 6 Li.
III. RESULTS
A. SRG evolved N N potentials
In Fig. 2 we show the evolved N N Hamiltonians in the Jacobi coordinate two-nucleon HO basis of the
The dimension of the model space P gen is equal to 11, when using generators A and B with N gen =10 in the SRG transformation. The Hamiltonians are shown at different degree of the evolution (i.e. different values of the flow parameter s or λ). The evolved Hamiltonians depend on the dimension of the model space P gen , which is determined by the parameter N gen , and to some extent also on the HO frequency.
The evolved N N Hamiltonians obtained with both generators are similar at high λ (low s). In both cases we see that the Hamiltonians are driven to a block-diagonal form as we expected. With generator A, when evolving below λ∼1.6 fm −1 it appears that some off-diagonal matrix elements are induced and the matrices have a less pronounced block structure. This is attributed to the design of this generator, i.e., to the fact that the large coupling elements of the kinetic operator at the boundary of the P gen and Q gen spaces are removed from the flow operator, see the top panel of Fig. 1 . This in turn eliminates the strong coupling elements of the kinetic term at the boundary as visible in particular in the figure for λ∼1.0 fm −1 and in the process induces some weaker offdiagonal matrix elements. We do not eliminate these boundary coupling kinetic term matrix elements when using the generator B. The resulting evolved N N Hamiltonian in that case has a clearly visible block structure and a narrow diagonal part in the Q gen space already at intermediate degrees of evolution. It should be noted, however, that also in the case of the Generator A (top row of Fig. 2) , the P gen H s Q gen and Q gen H s P gen blocks do get systematically eliminated with increasing s (decreasing λ) as anticipated based on general arguments presented in Ref. [37] (see Eq. (4) there). We demonstrate this in Fig. 3 that presents the decoupling measure Tr(P gen H s Q gen H s P gen ) monotonically decreasing with decreasing λ for two N N channels. The 3 H channel for various sizes of the three-nucleon model space characterized by N max . In Fig. 5 , we show the corresponding 3 H ground-state energy as a function of the parameter N max . A subtle block structure is visible in all plots showing the potential, although clearly not of the type seen in the two-nucleon basis (Fig. 2) . Although we do not see significant distinguishable differences due to the SRG evolution, the plots showing the energy as a function of N max clearly give different energies depending on the generator that is used, proving that differences are present in the N N potentials. Fig. 5 demonstrates that convergence is somewhat slower for the generators A and B compared to the standard G s =T rel , with the converged ground-state energies being much closer to the bare potential result obtained with the bare initial N N potential. Clearly, the convergence is much faster with any of the SRG evolved N N potential compared to the bare one. Nevertheless, this generator gives an extremely quick convergence, which makes it, to this day, the most widely used generator when SRG techniques are employed in nuclear physics. We seek to examine the convergence properties of the two generators proposed in this study, as well as their induced higher-body components to access their usefulness in ab initio nuclear structure calculations. We first note that in both cases, as the dimension of the P gen model increases (i.e. as N gen increases) there is less induced higher-body terms, but the energy only converges at a larger N max . Thus using very large values of N gen yields the same values as the bare interaction, while very small values of N gen give results similar to using G s =T rel . This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 7 , where converged 3 H ground-state energies are shown for various N gen values. Overall, the energies obtained for generator A and for generator B are somewhat similar to each other. Generator A consistently yields states that are slightly less bound than generator B which implies that less threebody forces are induced. This energy difference is more pronounced before convergence is achieved and also increases with N gen before convergence. The converged values obtained for 3 H do not differ by much when using one generator or the other. Although the overall trends observed for 4 He are the same, since this nucleus is more tightly bound we observe firstly that the overall energies are greater and secondly that there is a larger difference between the converged energy given by the kinetic term and the ones from the bare interaction.
As already noted, the generators A and B that we introduced depend also on the HO frequency. In Fig. 8 and N gen values. In general, the bigger the N gen Ω product, the fewer N N repulsive short range correlations are transformed away by the SRG transformation, which in turn results in less binding of nuclei. The same trend is also observed for generator A in 3 H and 4 He calculations. The G s =T rel and the bare interaction converged results are both frequency independent. Consequently the G s =T rel SRG transformation is variational in HO frequency, while with generators A and B it is not.
Previous studies [26] [27] [28] [29] analyzed the lambda dependence in the converged energy when using the kinetic term as the flow operator. They showed a significant λ dependence in calculations with N N -only interactions due to the fact that the low and the high momentum matrix elements are affected by the SRG transformation at different stages of the evolution because some of the information is transferred into 3N terms that were not taken into account. However this dependence was shown to be mostly removed when including the 3N interactions in the calculations, in particular when no initial chiral 3N interactions were included. In Figure 9 , we examine the 3 H and 4 He ground-state energy variation as we evolve the Hamiltonians. The energies correspond to the converged values obtained for a given N gen and a given HO frequency. Both generator A and generator B show basically no λ dependence for 3 H and very little such dependence in the case of 4 He. This is contrary to the G s =T rel case where, at first, the ground-state energy decreases as the repulsive short range part of the N N is transformed away and later it increases when the attractive part of the N N begins to be removed. The block generators that we introduced do not significantly affect the medium range attractive part of the N N potential and remove a smaller part of the short range repulsion. Consequently, the lambda dependence alone, with the selected choice of the N gen and Ω, is much weaker and the binding energy larger.
It should be noted, however, that the meaning of λ (or s) is different for the present alternative generators compared to the G s =T rel case. For the latter, λ is a measure of the width of the band in momentum representation, and therefore sets the scale for the momentum transfers which occur when particles interact via the SRG-evolved N N potential. For the block-diagonal decoupling G A s , on the other hand, the evolution should in principle be carried out all the way to infinity, i.e., λ driven all the way to zero. The scale of the interaction is set by the choice of the P gen and Q gen operators, specifically by N gen Ω. For the G B s flow operator, the choice of P gen , and therefore N gen Ω also sets the physically relevant scale, although λ remains a measure for the width of the band of matrix elements in the Q gen space. Consequently, when judging the energy variations due to the SRG evolution using generators A and B, one should look simultaneously at the λ, N gen and Ω dependencies (Figs. 7, 8, and 9) . We then conclude that the variations are similar as in the G s =T rel case. To get still a deeper insight into the comparison between the G s =T rel and the present alternative generators, we note that the ultraviolate (UV) cutoff for the latter can be estimated as Λ UV ∼ m N / 2 (N gen +3/2) Ω. For the parameters used in Fig. 6 , this gives Λ UV ∼3 fm −1 for the N gen =14. In Fig. 10 , we re-plot the bare and G is shwon in Fig. 9 (b) ; it is below the G B s one). From  Fig. 10 , we can see that the convergence of the G B s calculation is comparable or even faster once N max is greater than N gen and induced many-body forces are somewhat weaker than those obtained with the G s =T rel with a comparable UV cutoff.
We present a sample of our calculated 3 H and 4 He ground-state energies in Table I. C. 6 Li
We also performed similar calculations for the more complex nucleus 6 Li. The N N interactions were SRG evolved in the HO Jacobi basis and then transformed into a HO Slater determinant (SD) basis used typically in all NCSM calculations with A>4. The SD basis simplifies the antisymmetrization of the wave function that becomes prohibitively difficult in Jacobi coordinates when using a larger number of nucleons, A. We first consider the frequency dependence of the 6 Li ground-state energy when the G s =T rel is used as the generator of the SRG transformation. These results are presented in Fig. 11 . Since the use of a larger basis exponentially increases the computation time, we were generally limited to values of N max up to 12 or 14. Note that even for the highest basis size, in this case N max =14, the calculation has not yet fully converged but an accurate extrapolated value can be obtained, as described below. In this figure, we also observe a minimum in energy for each value of N max although this minimum varies and tends towards smaller frequencies as N max increases. Because the kinetic energy is frequency independent, the variational principle stipulates that the frequency with a minimum in energy should give the closest approximation of the true value. Moreover, since higher N max values are closer to a converged value, we can adopt the frequency at the highest N max as giving the best approximation, which in this case is 18 MeV.
We also obtained the ground-state energies for 6 Li for different sets of parameters using both generator A and generator B. These generators are frequency dependent and thus the calculations are not variational in the HO frequency. However, minima in energy can still be found in most cases and we use the minimum of the highest N max as our best approximation. An example is shown in Fig. 12 for λ=2.0 fm Nonetheless, like in most other cases, convergence was not yet achieved and thus we extrapolate to obtain converged energies. We fit the data using an exponential ansatz
where a, b and E 0 are free parameters. E 0 is the extrapolated ground-state energy. We note that there exist more sophisticated extrapolation prescriptions [49] [50] [51] , although they are typically applicable in the ultraviolet regime, i.e., in the high HO frequency region. Since we need an extrapolation at a fixed HO frequency that may not guarantee the ultraviolet convergence, we apply the above exponential ansatz applied in various studies in the past [52, 53] . However, the data does not strictly follow an exponential curve and therefore, the fit (8) provides a reasonable value when applied only to the data points corresponding to the larger values of N max available. Figure 13 shows an example of fitted exponential curves to two data sets where Ω=12 MeV, λ=2.0 fm −1 and N gen =10 or N gen =4. The sample of extrapolated values, presented in Table II was obtained from a three-points fit at the selected HO frequency, Ω. The uncertainty is taken from variations of the number of extrapolated points. We also compare to the extrapolated calculation with G s =T rel , and, further, to the initial N N potential result based on SRG calculations of Refs. [27, 28] with the 3N -induced interactions included and on the Okubo-Lee-Suzuki calculations of Ref. [52] .
Overall, the trends are similar to those observed in 3 H and 4 He calculations. A larger block model space P gen (higher N gen ) results in binding energies closer to that of the initial interaction, a lower N gen then takes us closer to calculations with the G s =T rel flow operator. This is also illustrated in Fig. 14 .
Calculations discussed so far suggest that the performance of the generators A and B is very similar with the generator A giving somewhat higher binding ener-
Expt. gies while the convergence is slightly faster with the generator B. However, we observe significant differences in 6 Li calculations with these two generators at larger N max values when using a small value of N gen (N max ≫N gen ) combined with a smaller lambda. This is illustrated in Fig. 15 , where we present 6 Li ground-state energies for both generators using N gen =4 and λ=1.2 fm −1 for different basis sizes and a wide range of HO frequencies. While the results obtained with the generator B are similar to those found with higher λ and N gen (compare Fig. 12 ), when generator A is used we observe minima at N max =0 and N max =2 that shift fast to the right towards higher HO frequencies with increasing N max . For larger values of N max we do not find a minimum in energy in the frequency range up to 22 MeV displayed in the figure. At the same time, we find a dramatic increase of the binding energy with increasing Ω. In fact the bind- ing energy becomes much larger than that obtained with the standard G s =T rel generator. We believe this to be due to the structural nature of the generator A. Indeed, when using a basis space N max with a dimension larger than the P gen block generator size characterized by the N gen , we probe evolved N N matrix elements in the Q gen space. The strong coupling at the boundary of the P gen and Q gen spaces, due to the kinetic operator, induces significant off-diagonal matrix elements beyond the P gen space when the N N potential is evolved to a small λ (see Fig. 2 ), which most likely contributes to the increase in binding. As demonstrated in Sect. III A, the generator B does not induce such off-diagonal matrix elements. Finally, we analyzed the lambda dependence of the 6 Li results. Figure 16 shows the extrapolated 6 Li groundstate energies as a function of λ when using generators A and B with different values of N gen and a fixed Ω=12 MeV. It is well known that there is a significant λ dependence when using the G s =T rel generator in N Nonly calculations [27, 28] . Using generator A or B does not remove this dependence although it is greatly minimized. This is once the N gen Ω is fixed, see the discussion at the end of the Subsection III B, i.e., we trade the λ dependence for the N gen Ω dependence, see also Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 14. We observe that using larger values of λ and, in particular, larger values of N gen yields results that are closer to the initial N N interaction value, i.e., the induced many-body interactions are less significant.
So far we have discussed only ground-state energy results. In Fig. 17 we compare 6 Li excitation energies obtained with the generators A, B and the standard G s =T rel to experiment. We use the values of N gen =10 and λ=2.0 fm −1 , best performing in the ground-state calculations (Fig. 16) . We find that all the SRG generators give similar excitation spectra that are in a rea- Table III , we present the ground-state magnetic and quadrupole moments, and selected B(M1) transition probabilities calculated with the three respective generators. As for the excitation energies, the differences are minimal and the agreement with experiment is quite satisfactory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We evolved the chiral N N interaction by SRG transformations using two novel generators with flow operators G s of block structure in the HO basis. The first generator (A), see Eq. (5), was motivated by an OLStype decoupling of the model space P gen , defined by a HO cut N ≤ N gen , and the Q gen =1−P gen space. The second one (B), see Eq. (6), was constructed in a way that would leave invariant a Hamiltonian consisting of a kinetic energy plus a N N potential with negligible matrix elements for basis states with N >N gen . We found that both generators drive the two-body Hamiltonians to block diagonal structure. The evolved N N potentials were then used in NCSM calculations for 3 H, [54] are also shown. 6 Li. We varied the SRG evolution parameter s as well as the cut N gen and compared binding energy results to calculations with the standard generator, G s =T rel , as well as to the exact binding energies obtained with the initial chiral N N potential.
We observed that a good convergence comparable to that of the standard G s =T rel generator can be achieved with both block generators if N gen is chosen lower than a reachable N max of the many-nucleon basis. We also observed that unless the N gen is too small (i.e., 6), the block generators appear to induce weaker many-body forces than the standard G s =T rel generator, i.e., the calculated binding energies are closer to the exact ones when using the block generators.
When comparing the performance of the two block generators, we saw in 6 Li calculations that with the first one (A) the HO frequency dependence becomes stronger and at high frequencies the induced many-body forces become significant. This is most likely related to the fact that at large N max ≫N gen the Q-space part of the N N potential is probed and, further, that the strong coupling at the boundary of the P gen and Q gen spaces due to the kinetic operator, induces some off-diagonal matrix elements beyond the P gen space during the evolution at intermediate values of λ. Still, the total strength in the off-diagonal blocks decreases monotonically during the evolution.
Overall, our results presented in this study suggest that by using the generator (B) with a selected sufficiently large N gen related to the highest reachable N max by N gen ∼ N max −4, and, further, by selecting a sufficiently small s so that the convergence of the manynucleon calculation can still be reached, we can reduce the induced many-body force and obtain results closer to the exact ones compared to calculations with the standard G s =T rel generator. Obviously, the next task is to test the block generators in three-body space also including initial chiral 3N interactions and study if the problem of the induced 4N interaction will be alleviated. An important issue to explore is the embedding of the evolved two-and threebody interactions in many-body spaces. Also, one may want to test analogous block generators defined in the momentum space rather than in the HO basis as done in this work. A separate important problem to be explored is the evolution of general operators [47, 48] .
